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Abstra t We show how a symboli model he ker for linear hybrid au-

tomata an be used to analyze a biphase mark proto ol. This proto ol
was rst veri ed formally by Moore [Moo94℄ using a model of asyn hrony.
In this paper we demonstrate that algorithmi methods an automatially verify the orre tness of the proto ol for wider lo k drifts. Unlike
Moore [Moo94℄, our model allows for lo k jitter. We believe that linear
hybrid automata enable a natural way of modeling the proto ol.
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1 Introdu tion
The goal of this paper is to prove the orre tness of a biphase mark proto ol
within the model of linear hybrid automata [AHH93℄. Biphase mark [Moo94℄
was rst analyzed by Moore using a model of asyn hrony. The orre tness was
he ked using the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, Nqthm [BM88℄. In this paper,
we onsider the following questions:

{ How natural is the modeling of biphase mark in the formalism of linear

hybrid automata and how omplex are the orre tness proof of the proto ol
in that formalism?
{ Is it possible to generalize or improve Moore's results [Moo94℄?

The biphase mark proto ol is a onvention for representing both a string of
bits and lo k edges in a square wave [Moo94℄. Biphase mark is widely used
in appli ations where data written by one devi e is read by another. It is an
industry standard for single density magneti oppy dis re ording and is one of
several proto ols implemented by ommer ially available mi ro ontrollers su h
as Intel 82530 Serial Communi ations Controller [Cor91℄. A version of biphase
?
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mark, alled \Man hester", is used in the Ethernet [Rod88℄ and is implemented
in the Intel 82C501AD Ethernet Serial Interfa e [Cor91℄.
We des ribe the biphase mark proto ol using linear hybrid automata [ACHH93℄.
These automata model nondeterministi ontinuous a tivities of analog variables, as well as dis rete events. The state of the automata hanges either through
instantaneous system a tions or, while time elapses, through di erentiable environment a tivities. A hybrid system is des ribed as a olle tion of hybrid automata, one per omponent, that operate on urrently and syn hronize with
ea h other. The ommuni ation is a hieved via shared variables as well as synhronization labels. Model- he king based analysis te hniques [ACHH93℄ have
been implemented in HyTe h [HHWT95℄ and have been used to verify various
omponents of embedded systems [HWT96,HHWT95,HWT95℄.
In Se tion 2 we des ribe the individual omponents of the digital transmission system under onsideration and give an informal des ription of the biphase
mark proto ol. In Se tion 3 we present our system modeling language: linear hybrid automata. In Se tion 4 the biphase mark proto ol is modeled as a parallel
omposition of three linear hybrid automata and we dis uss how the orre tness riteria have been automati ally veri ed using the symboli model he ker
HyTe h.
The two main results established in this paper are:

{ Linear hybrid automata enable a natural way of modeling the biphase mark
{

proto ol.

HyTe h easily veri

ed the orre tness of biphase mark for wider lo k drifts
than those given in [Moo94℄.

However, we also we ame a ross ertain limitations of HyTe h, on erning
parametri analysis and some values of the parameters of the lo k drift.

2 Informal Des ription of the Biphase Mark Proto ol
In this se tion the individual omponents of the digital transmission system
under onsideration are des ribed. Fig. 1 shows the blo k diagram of the transmission system. It onsists of a digital sour e, a sender, a transmission hannel, a re eiver, and a digital sink. The digital sour e generates a bit sequen e
a = (a1 ; : : : ; ak ) of length k, whi h is physi ally represented by the signal s(t)
and is to be transmitted to a digital sink. The transmitted signal s(t) is distorted during transmission via the hannel. The distorted signal at the end of
the transmission hannel is denoted by d(t). An error-free transmission results
if the sink bit sequen e b = (b1 ; : : : ; bl ) is identi al with the sour e bit sequen e.

2.1 Digital Sour e
The digital sour e repeatedly generates a bit sequen e a = (a1 ; : : : ; ak ) of varying
length k  0, whi h is kept in a list. The sender has a ess only to the rst
element of the sequen e. While bit ai is being transmitted, the digital sour e
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Figure1. Blo k diagram of a digital transmission system
makes sure that ai is removed from the list in order to provide a ess to the
next bit in the sequen e in the ase i < k . In the ase i = k , the sender an
observe that the last bit of the sequen e was sent and stops transmitting until
the next bit sequen e is generated. Noti e that the generated bit sequen es need
not be of the same length.
The amount of time whi h is available for the transmission of one bit is
de ned as the bit duration T . We refer to 1=T as the bit rate, the unit of whi h
is bit per se ond.

2.2 Clo k Signals
The sender and the re eiver are digital lo ked devi es. By a lo k signal we
mean a periodi re tangular signal z (t) as represented in Fig. 2(a). The begin of
ea h lo k y le is xed by the leading edge of the signal. The length between two
neighboring leading edges is referred as to a lo k y le. In general it has to be
assumed, however, that the leading edges do not follow ea h other equidistantly,
and thus the lo k y les are not equal. This is then referred to as a jittering
lo k signal. Fig. 2(b) shows an exaggerated example of a jittering lo k. In
[Moo94℄ the following assumption is made about the lo k signal:

The lo ks of both pro essors are linear fun tions of real time, e.g., the
ti ks of a given lo k are equally spa ed events in real time. We ignore
lo k jitter.
In this paper we do onsider the more general jittering lo k signals.
clock cycle
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Figure2. A graph of lo k signals
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2.3 Sender
The sender en odes ea h bit ai in a ell a ording to a modulation te hnique
known as the biphase mark proto ol [Moo94℄ (see Fig. 3). The biphase mark
proto ol is a onvention for representing both a sequen e of bits and lo k edges
in a square wave.
De ne the ell size of a ell as the number of lo k y les available for the
en oding of one bit. Ea h ell is then logi ally divided into a mark sub ell, onsisting of mark size lo k y les, followed by a ode sub ell, onsisting of ode
size lo k y les.
During the mark sub ell the waveform is held at the negation of its value at
the end of the previous ell, providing an edge in the signal train whi h marks
the beginning of the new ell. During the ode sub ell, the signal either returns
to its previous value or not, depending on whether the ell en odes a 1 or a 0,
respe tively.

clock signal
cell
cell edges
signal sent
mark subcell
code subcell

sampling dstance
if these two signals are
different, a 1 was sent

if these two signals are
equal, a 0 was sent

Figure3. Biphase mark terminology

2.4 Transmission Channel
The transmission hannel en ompasses all devi es whi h lie between the sender
and the re eiver. Its main omponent is the transmission medium whi h may be,
for example, a symmetri pair able, a oaxial able or an opti al waveguide.
The transmission hara teristi s of the hannel are time, frequen y, amplitude and temperature dependent. Therefore the transmitted signal is distorted
during transmission via the hannel.
Let s(t) denote the hannel input as a fun tion of time; s(t) ould represent
a voltage or a urrent waveform. Similarly, let d(t) represent (the voltage or the
urrent waveform at) the output of the hannel. The output d(t) is alled the
4

dete tion signal. It is a distorted, delayed and attenuated version of s(t). One of

the most distorting e e ts in most transmission hannels is linear time-invariant
ltering [BG87℄. Filtering o urs not only from lters inserted by the hannel
designer but also from inherent behavior of the propagation medium. One e e t
of ltering is to \smooth out" the transmitted signal s(t) (see Fig. 4).
The following assumption about the output of the dete tion signal d(t) is
made in [Moo94℄:

The distortion in the signal d(t) due to presen e of an edge is limited
to the time-span of the y le during whi h the edge was written. For
example we ignore intersymbol interferen e [Rod88℄.
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Figure4. The relation between input and output waveforms for transmission hannel
with ltering

2.5 Re eiver
The digital re eiver extra ts information from the dete tion signal d(t) using a
threshold devi e for amplitude regeneration and a lo k signal v (t) for determining the sample time at whi h the re eiver samples its input signal. Analogous to
the sender's lo k we assume that the re eiver's lo k signal also jitters. Thus,
the sample times ti do not follow ea h other equidistantly. The operation of the
threshold devi e an be des ribed using its threshold value E . If the dete tion
signal d(ti ) at time ti is greater than the threshold value, the sample value is set
equal to 1. However, if d(ti )  E then the sample value is set equal to 0. Noti e
that the use of a threshold devi e is equivalent with the assumption of [Moo94℄:

Reading on an edge produ es nondeterministi ally de ned signal values,
not indeterminate values.
The re eiver is generally waiting for the edge that marks the arrival of a ell.
The edge is dete ted by sampling the dete tion signal d(t) at the end of ea h
lo k y le. When the re eiver samples a value of d(t) whi h is di erent from
the previous sample value, it dete ts an edge in the signal train. Upon dete ting
the edge, the re eiver ounts o a xed number of y les, alled the sampling
distan e, and samples the signal there. The sampling distan e is determined so
as to make the re eiver sample approximately in the middle of the ode sub ell.
If the sample is the same as the mark, then a 0 was sent; otherwise a 1 was
5

sent. The re eiver then resumes waiting for the next edge, thus \phase lo king"
into the sender's lo k. Phase lo king is the a tivity of adjusting the lo ks
of two or more pro esses so that all lo ks ti k \simultaneously". A ommon
te hnique is for the sender to en ode its lo k in the signal stream and for
the re eiver to adjust its timing a ordingly. Phase lo king is often done with
spe ial devi e that hanges the rate at whi h rystals vibrate. But by adopting
an arti ially slow \virtual" lo k, e.g., where one virtual ti k o urs every n
physi al ti ks, it is possible to implement phase lo king in software or rmware.
This is alled \digital phase lo king". Biphase mark proto ols are often used in
su h implementations [Moo94℄.
We adopt the notation bpm(n; m; l) (abbreviation for biphase mark(n; m; l))
for the version of the proto ol with ell size equal to n, mark size equal to m,
sampling distan e equal to l. Examples of su h on gurations are bpm(18; 5; 10),
bpm(16; 8; 11), and bpm(32; 16; 23). The bpm(16; 8; 11) on guration is implemented in the Intel 82530 Serial Communi ations Controller [Cor91℄. The model
of Moore [Moo94℄ was not powerful enough to verify this on guration. In
[Moo94℄ the on gurations bpm(16; 8; 11) and bpm(32; 16; 23) are veri ed for
error toleran es of 1=32 and 1=18 respe tively.

3 System Modeling Language
In this se tion we present our system modeling language. We losely follow in
ontent and presentation the work of R. Alur, T.A. Henzinger, and P.-H. Ho
[AHH93℄ and the user guide for HyTe h [HHWT95℄.

3.1 Linear Hybrid Automata
Informally, a linear hybrid automaton [ACHH93℄ onsist of a nite ve tor x of
real-valued variables and a labeled multigraph (V; E ). The edges from E represents dis rete system a tions and are labeled with onstraints on the values of
x before and after a tions. The verti es of V represent ontinuous environment
a tivities and are labeled with onstraints on the values and rst derivatives of
x during a tivities. The state of the automaton hanges either through instantaneous system a tions or, while time elapses, through di erentiable environment
a tivities. We restri t ourselves to edge and vertex onstraints that are linear expressions. A hybrid system is des ribed as a olle tion of hybrid automata, one
per omponent, that operate on urrently and ommuni ate with ea h other.
Communi ation is a hieved via shared variables as well as syn hronization labels.
We use a simple railroad rossing [HHWT95℄ as a running example. The
system onsists of three omponents: a train, a gate, and a ontroller. The train is
initially some distan e | at least 2000 meter | away from the tra k interse tion
with the gate fully raised. As the train approa hes, it triggers a sensor | 1000
meter ahead of the interse tion | signaling its up oming entry to the ontroller.
The ontroller then sends a lower ommand to the gate, after a delay of up to
6

se onds. When the gate re eives a lower ommand, it lowers at rate of 9
degrees per se ond. After the train has left the interse tion and is 100 meter
away, another sensor sends an exit signal to the ontroller. The ontroller then
ommands the gate to be raised. The role of the ontroller is to ensure that the
gate is always losed whenever the train is in the interse tion, and the gate is not
losed unne essarily long. The linear hybrid automata for the train, the gate,
and the ontroller appear in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
far
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.
x > -50
.
x < -40

x > 2000

near
x> 0
.
x > -50
.
x < -30
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> x := [2000,
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.
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)

Figure5. Train automaton
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.
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g> 0
.
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g=0

closed
g=0
.
g =0

lower

Figure6. Gate automaton

Syntax. Let

u be a ve tor of real-valued variables. A linear term over u is a
linear ombination of variables from u with integer oeÆ ients. A linear inequal-
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Figure7. Controller automaton

ity over u is an inequality between linear terms over u. A ( losed) onvex linear
formula over u is a nite onjun tion of (nonstri t) linear inequalities over u. A
linear formula over u is a nite boolean ombination of linear inequalities over

. Every linear formula an be transformed into disjun tive normal form, that
is, into a nite disjun tion of onvex linear formulas.
A linear hybrid automaton A = (x; V; '0 ; inv ; dif ; E; a t ; L; syn ) onsists of
the following omponents:
u

Data variables A nite ve tor x = (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) of real-valued data variables.

For example, the position of the train is determined by the value of the
variable x, whi h represents the distan e of the train from the interse tion.
The variable g models the angle of the gate. When g = 90, the gate is
ompletely open; when g = 0, it is ompletely losed.
A data state is a point s = (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) in the n-dimensional real spa e
Rn or, equivalently, a fun tion that assigns to ea h data variable xi a real
value si 2 R. A onvex data region is a onvex polyhedron in Rn . A data
region is a nite union of onvex data regions. A ( onvex) data predi ate
is a ( onvex) linear formula over x, e.g., x1  3 ^ 3x2  x3 + 5=2. The
( onvex) data predi ate p de nes a ( onvex) data region [ p℄  Rn , where
s 2 [ p℄ i p[x := s℄ is true. A di erential in lusion is a onvex polyhedron in
Rn . A rate predi ate is a onvex linear formula over the ve tor x_ (x_ 1 ; : : : ; x_ n )
of dotted variables. The rate predi ate r de nes the di erential in lusion
[ r℄  Rn , where s_ 2 [ r℄ i r[x_ := s_ ℄ is true. For ea h data variable xi we
use the primed variables x0i to denote the new value of xi after a transition.
An a tion predi ate q = (y ; q 0 ) onsists of a set y  x of updated variables
and a onvex linear formula q 0 over the set x ℄ y 0 of data variables and
primed updated variables.VThe losure fqg of the a tion predi ate q is the
onvex linear formula q 0 ^ x2xny (x0 = x); that is, all data variables that are
not updated remain un hanged. The a tion predi ate q de nes a fun tion
[ q ℄ from data states to onvex data regions: for all data states s; s0 2 Rn ,
8

let s0 2 [ q ℄ (s) i fqg[x; x0 := s; s0 ℄ is true. The a tion predi ate q is enabled
in the data state s if the data region [ q ℄ (s) is nonempty.
Control lo ations A nite set V of verti es alled ontrol lo ations. For example, the gate automaton in Fig. 6 has the lo ations open, rising, lowering, and losed. A state (v; s) of the automaton A onsists S
of a ontrol
lo ation v 2 V and a data state s 2 Rn . A region R = v2V (v; Sv )
is a olle tion of data S
regions Sv  Rn , one for ea h lo ation v 2 V .
A state predi ate  = v2V (v; pv ) is a olle tion of data predi ates pv ,
one forSea h lo ation v 2 V . The state predi ate  de nes the region
[ ℄ = v2V (v; [ pv ℄ ). The region R is linear if there is aS state predi ate
that de nes R. We write (v; S ) for the
(v; S ) [ v 6=v (v 0 ; ;), and
S region
0
(v; p) for the state predi ate (v; p) [ v 6=v (v ; false). When writing state
predi ates, we use the lo ation ounter l, whi h ranges over the set V of
ontrol lo ations. The lo ation ounter l = v denotes the state predi ate
(v; true). The S
data predi ate p, when used as a state predi
S ate, denotes
the S
olle tion v2V (v; p). For twoS state predi ates  = Sv2V (v; pv ) and
0 = v2V (v; p0vS), we de ne : = v2V (v; :pv ), (_0 ) = v2V (v; pv _p0v )
and ( ^ 0 ) = v2V (v; pv ^ p0v ).
Initial ondition A state predi ate '0 alled the initial ondition. For example,
the gate is initially in lo ation open with the value of g equal to 90. In
graphi al representations, if '0 is of the form (v 0 ; p0 ), a small in oming
arrow, labeled with p0 , identi es the initial lo ation v 0 .
Lo ation invariants A labeling fun tion inv that assigns to ea h ontrol lo ation v 2 V a onvex data predi ate inv (v ), the invariant of v . The invariants
are used to enfor e the progress of a system from one ontrol lo ation to another, be ause the ontrol of the automaton A may reside in the lo ation v
only as long as the invariant inv (v ) is true. For example, in the gate automaton, inv (open) = (g = 90), inv (lowering) = (g  0), inv (raising) = (g  90),
and inv ( losed) = (g = 0). The invariant for lo ation lowering ensures that
the gate is lowered until it is fully losed, at whi h point ontrol has to
move to lo ation losed. In the graphi al representation, an invariant true is
omitted. The state (v; s) is addmissible if s 2 [inv (v )℄. S
We write A for the
admissible states of A, and A for the state predi ate v2V (v; inv (v )) that
de nes the set of admissible states.
Continuous a tivities A labeling fun tion dif that assignes to ea h ontrol
lo ation v 2 V a rate predi ate dif (v ), the a tivity of v . The a tivities
ontain the rates at whi h the values of data variables may hange. While
the automaton ontrol resides in the lo ation v , the rst derivatives of all
data variables stay within the di erential in lusion [ dif (v )℄℄. In the gate
automaton, the rate predi ate for lo ations open and losed is g_ = 0, for
lo ation raising it is g_ = 9, and for lowering it is g_ = 9.
Transitions A nite multiset E of edges alled transitions. Ea h transition
(v; v 0 ) identi es a sour e lo ation v 2 V and a target lo ation v 0 2 V .
For example, the train automaton has three transitions; one from lo ation
far to lo ation near for entering the region immediately surrounding the
interse tion, one from near to past for going through the interse tion, and
0

0
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one from past to far for exiting the region around the interse tion. Transitions
may optionally be assigned the urgent ag Asap. Transitions so labelled are
alled urgent
In addition, there is for ea h lo ation v 2 V , a stutter transition ev = (v; v ).
Dis rete a tions A labeling fun tion a t that assigns to ea h transition e 2
E an a tion predi ate a t (e), the a tion of e. Control an pro eed from a
lo ation v to a lo ation v 0 via the transition e = (v; v 0 ) only when the a tion
a t(e) is enabled. If a t (e) is enabled in the data state s, then the value of the
data variables may hange nondeterministi ally from s to some point in the
data region [ a t(e)℄℄(s). The a tion predi ates an be used for syn hronizing
hybrid automata via shared variables. All stutter transitions are labeled with
the a tion (x; x0 = x), and thus, leave all data variables un hanged.
Syn hronization labels/fun tion A nite set L of syn hronization labels and
a labeling fun tion syn that assigns to ea h transition e 2 E a set of synhronization labels from L. The syn hronisation labels are used to de ne the
parallel omposition of two automa. If both automata share a syn hronization label a, then ea h a-transition (that is, a transition whose syn ronization
label ontains a) of one automaton must be a ompained by an a-transition
of the other automaton. All stutter transitions are labeled with the empty
set of transition labels. For example, in the gate automaton, the transition
from open to lowering has the syn hronization label lower, and this syn hronizes (i.e., must be taken simultaneously) with the transition labeled lower
in the ontroller automaton. In graphi al notations we often write a for the
singelton set fag.

Semanti s. At any time instant, the state of a hybrid automaton spe i es

a ontrol lo ation and values for all data variables. The state an hange in
two ways: (1) by an instantaneous transition that may hange both the ontrol
lo ation and the values of data variables, or (2) by a time delay that may hange
only the values of data variables in ontinuous manner a ording to the rate
predi ate of the urrent ontrol lo ation.
A data traje tory (Æ; ) of the linear hybrid automata A onsists of a nonnegative duration Æ 2 R0 and a di erentiable fun tion  : [0; Æ ℄ ! Rn with
the derivative ddt(t) for all t 2 (0; Æ ). The data traje tory (Æ; ) maps every real
t 2 [0; Æ℄ to a data state (t).
A data traje tory (Æ; ) is a v -traje tory, for a lo ation v 2 V , if (1) for all
reals t 2 [0; Æ ℄; (t) 2 [ inv (v )℄℄, and (2) for all reals t 2 (0; Æ ); ddt(t) 2 [ dif (v )℄℄. A
traje tory  of A is a in nite sequen e
(v0 ; Æ0 ; 0 ) ! (v1 ; Æ1 ; 1 ) ! (v2 ; Æ2 ; 2 ) ! (v3 ; Æ3 ; 3 ) ! : : :

:

of ontrol lo ations vi 2 V and orresponding vi -traje tories (Æi ; i ) su h that for
all i  0, there is a transition ei = (vi ; vi+1 ) 2 E with i+1 (0) 2 [ a t(ei )℄℄(i (Æi )).
A position of the traje tory  is a pair (i; ) that onsists of a nonnegative
integer i and a nonnegative real   Æi . The position of  are ordered lexiographi ally: the position (i; Æ ) pre edes the position (j; ), denoted (i; Æ ) <
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(j; ), i either i < j , or i = j and Æ < . The state at position (i; ) of  is
P
(i; ) = (vi ; i ()). The time at position (i; ) of  is the nite sum tP
 (i; ) =
+

.
The
duration
of
the
traje
tory

is
the
in
nite
sum
Æ
=
Æ

j0 Æj .
0j<i j

Parallel Composition. A hybrid system typi ally onsists of several ompo-

nents that operate on urrently and ommuni ate with ea h other. We des ribe
ea h omponent as a linear hybrid automaton. The omponent automata oordinate through shared data variables and syn hronization labels. The linear
hybrid automaton that models the entire system is then onstru ted from the
omponent automata using a produ t operation.
Let A1 = (x1 ; V1 ; '01 ; inv 1 ; dif 1 ; E1 ; a t 1 ; L1 ; syn 1 ) and A2 = (x2 ; V2 ; '02 ; inv 2 ;
dif 2 ; E2 ; a t 2 ; L2 ; syn 2 ) be two linear hybrid automata. The produ t A1  A2
of A1 and A2 is the linear hybrid automaton A = (x1  x2 ; V1  V2 ; '01 ^
'01 ; inv ; dif ; E; a t ; L1 [ L2 ; syn ), where

{ Ea h lo ation (v; v0 ) in V1 V2 has the invariant inv (v; v0 ) = inv 1 (v)^inv 2 (v0 )
and the a tivity dif (v; v 0 ) = dif 1 (v ) ^ dif 2 (v 0 ). Thus, an admissible state of

A

onsists of an admissible state of A1 and an admissible state of A2 , whose
parts oin ide, and whose rate ve tors obey the di erential in lusions that
are asso iated with both omponents lo ations.
{ E ontains the transition e = ((v1 ; v10 ); (v2 ; v20 )) i
1. there is a transition e2 = (v2 ; v20 ) 2 E2 with syn (e2 ) \L1 = ; and v1 = v10 ;
or
2. there is a transition e1 = (v1 ; v10 ) 2 E1 with syn (e1 ) \L2 = ; and v2 = v20 ;
or
3. there is a transition e1 = (v1 ; v10 ) 2 E1 and a transition e2 = (v2 ; v20 ) 2 E2
su h that syn (e2 ) \ L1 = syn (e1 ) \ L2 .
In ase (1), a t (e) = a t 2 (e2 ) and syn (e) = syn 2 (e2 ). In ase (2), a t (e) =
a t 1 (e1 ) and syn (e) = syn 1 (e1 ) In ase (3), if a t 1 (e1 ) = (y1 ; q10 ) and
a t 2 (e2 ) = (y2 ; q20 ), then a t (e) = (y1 [ y 2 ; q10 ^ q20 ) and syn (e) = syn 1 (e1 ) [
syn 2 (e2 ).

A ording to the de nition of E , the transitions of the two omponent automata are interleaved, provided they have no labels in L1 \L2 . Labels in L1 \L2
may be syn hronized, and ause the simultaneous traversal of omponent transitions. When two transitions are syn hronized, the set of updated variables of
the omponent transitions are joined together and the onstraints on the updated values are obtained by taking the onjun tion of onstraints imposed by
the omponent transitions. This explains the role of the updated variables in the
a tion predi ates. In ase (3), the stutter transitions of the omponent automata
result in stutter transition of the produ t automaton.

3.2 Rea hability and Safety Veri ation
At any time instant, the state of hybrid automaton spe i es a lo ation and values
of all variables. If the hybrid automaton has lo ation set V and n variables, then
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the state spa e is de ned as V  Rn . We de ne the binary transition-step relation,

! , over admissible states su h that (v; s) ! (v0 ; s0) i the state (v0 ; s0 ) an be
rea hed from the state (v; s) by taking a transition. We assume that for every urgent transition u, if (v; s) u! (v 0 ; s0 ), then for all valuations s0 satisfying inv (v )
there exists a valuation s00 su h that (v; s0 ) u! (v 0 ; s00 ). A lo ation v is alled urgent if there exists a valuation s and an urgent transition u, su h that u is enabled
at (v; s). No time is allowed to pass in su h a lo ation. Next we de ne the timestep relation, ! , su h that (v; s) ! (v0 ; s0) i v = v0 , and there exists a real
Æ  0 su h that Æ > 0 implies v is not urgent, and there is a fun tion f : [0; Æ℄ !
Rn su h that (1) f (0) = s, (2) f (Æ) = s0 , (3) for all t 2 [0; Æ℄; f (t) satis esinv (v),
and (4) for all time t 2 (0; Æ )(df1 (t)=dt; (df2 (t)=dt; : : : (dfn (t)=dt) satis es a t (v ),
where fi (t) denotes the value of the ith omponent of the ve tor x in the valuation f (t). We now de ne the binary su essor relation !A over states as

! [ ! . For a region W , we de ne post(W ) to be the set of all su essor
states of W , i.e., all states rea hable from a state in W via a single transition
or time step. The region forward rea hable from W is de ned as the set of all
states rea hable
from W after a nite number of steps, i.e., the in nite union
post (W ) = Si0 posti (W ). Similarly, we de ne pre(W ) to be the set of all prede essor states of W , andSwe let the region ba kward rea hable from W be the
in nite union pre (W ) = i0 prei (W ).
In pra ti e, many problems to be analyzed an be posed in natural way as
rea hability problems. Often, the system is omposed with a spe ial monitor
pro ess that \wat hes" the system and enters a violation state whenever the exe ution violates a given safety requirement. Indeed all timed safety requirements
[Hen92,AHH93℄, in luding bounded-time response requirements, an be veri ed
in this way. A state (v; s) is initial if v is the initial lo ation, and s satis es
the initial predi ate. A system with initial states I is orre t with respe t to
violation states Y i post (I ) \ Y = ;, or equivalently i pre (Y ) \ I is empty.
HyTe h omputes the forward rea hable regions by nding the limit of the
in nite sequen e I; post(I ); post2 (i); : : : of regions. Analogously, the ba kward
rea hable region is found by iterating pre. These iteration s hemes are semideision pro edures: there is no guarantee of termination.

4 Veri ation of the Biphase Mark Proto ol
4.1 System Des ription
The system to be veri ed is modeled as the omposition of three linear hybrid automata. Figure 8 shows a ow-graph of the automata. The nodes represents the
automata and the edges represents the ommuni ation between the automata.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show a graphi al representation of these automata. We use
the on guration bpm(18; 5; 10),that is, ell size 18, mark size 5, and sampling
distan e 10, as a running example. The test automaton in Fig. 9 generates nondeterministi ally one bit, say ai , makes a request to the sender to transmit ai ,
he ks if the re eiver has re eived it orre tly, generates the following bit ai+1 ,
and so on till it hooses not to generate a new bit. In this way a bit sequen e
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(a1 ; : : : ; ak ) is built up. Upon arrival of a request the sender automaton transmits a signal a ording to the biphase mark proto ol. If there is no request, the
signal is kept onstant. The re eiver also operates a ording to the biphase mark
proto ol. Upon re eiving a bit the re eiver automaton passes that bit to the test
pro ess.
Our model is based on the following assumptions.

{ The distortion in the dete tion signal d(t) due to presen e of an edge in the

signal s(t) is limited to the time-span of the sender' lo k y le during whi h
the edge was written [Moo94℄.
{ Reading on an edge, that is, reading during a sender's lo k y le when the
signal s(t) hanges its value, produ es nondeterministi ally de ned signal
values, not indeterminate values [Moo94℄.
{ The lo k signals of the sender and the re eiver are independent and jittering
(see Se t. 2.2).

S_sig

Sender

Receiver

input_0

output_0

input_1

output_1

end_of_seq

Test

Figure8. Flow-graph of the model representing the automata and the ommuni ation
between them

Transmission Channel. In order to simplify our system, we assume that the
signal s(t) travels with negligible delay. Hen e, we an model the transmission
hannel as a dis rete variable S sig with domain f0; 1; 2g, representing the amplitude of the signal d(t). Let S sig (t) denotes the value of S sig at time t. We
de ne:

S

sig (t) =

8
>
<0

1
>
:
2

if d(t) is stable and low;
if d(t) is stable and high;
otherwise:

In other words, we de ne S sig (t) = 0 (S sig (t) = 1) if the re eiver is able to
determine deterministi ally the value of the signal s(t) as low (high), that is,
after omparing the sample value d(t) to the threshold value E , then the sample
value is set equal to 0 (1) (see Se t. 2.5). If this is not the ase, we de ne
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S

sig (t) = 2, whi h means that it is not always the ase that d(t)  E i s(t)  E .
In our model the sample value is then nondeterministi ally hosen. Noti e that
S sig (t) = 2 when the signal s(t) hanges its value, a ording to our assumptions.
In our model the sender automaton only writes into the variable S sig and the
re eiver automaton only reads from the variable S sig .

Digital Sour e and Digital Sink. The digital sour e together with the digital sink are modeled by the test automaton in Fig. 9. Initially the test automaton is in the OK lo ation. Assuming the sender{ and the re eiver{automata in
Figs. 10 and 11, the test automaton generates nondeterministi ally the sour e
bit sequen e (a1 ; : : : ; ak ), builds the sink bit sequen e (b1 ; : : : ; bk ) from the information passed from the re eiver automaton, and he ks if ai = bi for ea h
i = 1; : : : ; k, and k 2 N . This is easily proved by indu tion on the length of the
sour e sequen e.
If k = 0 then the test automaton an hoose to stay in the OK lo ation by
taking the a tion labeled with syn hronization label end of seq, whi h indi ates
the end of a bit sequen e, hen e the empty sequen e is then generated. Assume
for the indu tion hypothesis that ai = bi for i = 1; : : :k 1. Assume further
that the test automaton is in the OK lo ation. At the end of a bit ell, i.e.,
sender's lo k x is equal to 18, the test automaton makes a move, say, to the
I1 lo ation. At the same time it makes a request to the sender automaton to
transmit the information bit 1, modeled by the syn hronization label input 1.
Thus ak = 1. It stays in the I1 lo ation till the re eiver automaton passes
the re eived information bit by means of the syn hronization labels output 0 or
output 1. In the rst ase the re eiver has re eived a bit 0, that is bk = 0 and
the test automaton moves to the error lo ation. In the se ond ase bk = 1 and
the test automaton moves to the OK lo ation. The error lo ation an also be
rea hed from the I1 lo ation via the a tions labeled with the input 1, input 0, or
end of seq syn hronization labels. This is the ase when the sender automaton
has ompleted the transmission of one single bit, but the re eiver automaton has
not yet re eived it. The ase when the test automaton moves to the I0 lo ation
is similar.
Sender. The sender is modeled by the sender automaton in Fig. 10. See also

Appendix A for the HyTe h ode. Initially the sender automaton is in the
new ell lo ation and the value of the sender's lo k x is between 17 and 18
modeling the phase di eren e between the sender's and the re eiver's lo ks,
and the value of S sig is equal to 1. The auxiliary variable S prev with a domain
f0; 1g is used to remember the last value of S sig before it is hanged to 2. The
initial value of S prev is equal to that of S sig . Only in the new ell lo ation
the sender a epts a request to send a message bit. This hoi e results in a
sender that is not input enabled a ording to the theory of I/O-automata model
[LT89℄. The sender in fa t di tate the environment by saying when it is ready to
transmit an information bit. The reason for this hoi e is the omplexity of the
test automaton, whi h is in fa t \one bit bu er". The input request is modeled
14

end_of_seq

input_0

input_1
OK

output_0
I0

output_1

output_1

output_0

I1

output_1

output_0

input_0

input_0
input_1

input_1

end_of_seq

end_of_seq

error

Figure9. The test automaton

by the input 0 and input 1 labels. After a request, say input 1, at the end of a
bit ell(x = 18), the sender hanges the value of S sig to 2, resets its lo k and
moves to the mark 1 lo ation. It remains there for the period of one lo k y le.
At the end of that y le the sender moves to to the lo ation ode and sets S sig
to the negation of its value at the end of the previous ell, whi h is then kept
onstant during the length of the mark sub ell. At the beginning of the ode
sub ell the value of S sig is set again to 2 for the duration of one lo k y le and
the sender moves to lo ation ode2. At the end of that y le S sig is set to the
negation of its value at the end of the mark sub ell and returns to the lo ation
new ell. For ea h lo ation v in this automaton, div(v; x) = [1 ; 1 + ℄, that is,
the toleran e of the lo k x is at most .

Re eiver. The re eiver is modeled by the re eiver automaton in Fig. 11. See
also Appendix A for the HyTe h ode. Initially the re eiver is in the edge dete t

lo ation and the value of the re eiver's lo k y is equal to 1. In order to dete t
an edge in the signal train, the re eiver uses the dis rete variable R prev with a
domain f0; 1g, initially set to 1. R prev represents the value of S sig determined
at the last sample. At the end of ea h lo k y le (y = 1) the re eiver samples
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end_of_seq
x = 18 >
x := 0
x>17, x < 18
S_sig = 1, S_prev = 1

new_cell
x < 18
. [lwb, upb]
x

input_0
x = 18 >
x := 0,
Sprev := Ssig,
Ssig := 2

input_1
x = 18 >
x := 0, S_prev := S_sig, S_sig := 2

x=1 >
S_sig := 1 - S_prev

.
x

mark_0
x< 1
[lwb, upb]

.
x

x=6 >
S_sig := 1 - S_prev

.
x

code2
x<6
[lwb, upb]

x=5 >
S_prev := S_sig,
Ssig := 2

.
x

mark _1
x< 1
[lwb, upb]

x=1 >
S_sig := 1 - S_prev

code
x<5
[lwb, upb]

Figure10. The sender automaton

the value of S sig . If the signal s(t) has not a hieved one of its extrema, that is,
S sig = 2, the re eiver must interpret this value nondeterministi ally as a 0 or
as a 1. This is modeled by two a tions: Namely, the a tion that moves to the
edge dete t lo ation, interpreting the value of S sig as being equal to the value
of S sig at the time of the previous sample, hen e no edge is dete ted; And the
a tion that moves to the re eive lo ation, interpreting the value of S sig as not
being equal to the value of S sig at the time of the previous sample, hen e an edge
is dete ted. If S sig < 2 the re eiver just read the value of S sig and depending
on whether the value of R prev is equal or not equal to the value of S sig the
automaton moves to the edge dete t lo ation or it moves to the re eive lo ation.
The re eiver remains at the re eive lo ation for 10 lo k y les. At the end of the
10th y le it samples S sig , passes the re eived bit to the test automaton, and
returns to the edge dete t lo ation. Again if S sig = 2, the re eiver must interpret
this value nondeterministi ally as a 0 or as a 1. For notational onvenien e, we
have used the \not equal" symbol <>. In the HyTe h ode two ases are
distinguished, sin e HyTe h does not know disjun tions. For ea h lo ation v
in this automaton, div (v; x) = [1 ; 1 + ℄, that is, the toleran e of the lo k
x is at most . We hoose the value of  equal for both the sender{and the
re eiver{automata.
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y=1,
R_prev=1
y=1, S_sig<2, S_sig=S_prev
>
R_prev := S_sig, y := 0

y=1, S_sig=2
>
y := 0

edge_detect
y< 1
[lwb, upb]

.
y

y=1,
S_sig<2,
S_sig<>R_prev,
>
R_prev := S_sig,
y := 0

y=1,
S_sig=2
>
R_prev := 1-R_prev,
y := 0
y=10,
S_sig<2,
S_sig=R_prev
>
output_0
y := 0

.
y

y=10,
S_sig<2,
S_sig<>R_prev
>

y=10,
S_sig=2

output_1
R_prev := S_sig,
y := 0

output_0
y := 0

>

y=10,
S_sig=2
>
output_1
R_prev := 1-R_prev,
y := 0

receive
y < 10
[lwb, upb]

Figure11. The re eiver automaton

4.2 Spe i ation.
In this se tion we spe ify two requirements of our systems. We onsider a safety
requirement and a liveness requirement.

Safety Requirement. Our paradigm for spe ifying orre tness is rea hability
analysis, in whi h we label ertain states as violating. The system is orre t if
no violating states are rea hable. In our ase the violating states are spe i ed as
l[test℄ = error, that is, our system is not orre t if the test automaton is in the
error lo ation. The following HyTe h ode he ks the safety requirement, and
generates an error tra e if any exists, for error toleran e of 1=6.

var init_reg, final_reg, rea hed : region;
init_reg := lo [sender℄=new_ ell
& 17<x & x<=18 & S_sig=1
& S_prev=1
& lo [re eiver℄=edge_dete t & y=1
& R_prev=1
& lo [test℄=OK;
final_reg := lo [test℄=error;
rea hed := rea h forward from init_reg endrea h;
if empty(rea hed & final_reg)
then prints
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"Biphase Mark-18 verified for error toleran e 1/6";
else prints
"Biphase Mark-18 NOT verified for error toleran e 1/6";
print tra e to final_reg using rea hed;
endif;

Liveness Requirement. For verifying the liveness requirement we again use

the paradigm of rea hability analysis. We designed a test automaton whi h
he ks whether, from ea h rea hable state in whi h the a tions labeled with
syn hronization labels input 1 or input 0 are enabled, these a tions indeed are
taken. HyTe h was not able to verify this. So, we design a simpler test environment. One automaton makes a request to the sender to transmit the bit
sequen e (1; 0; 0; 1) and then stops. Another automaton he ks if the bit sequen e
(1; 0; 0; 1) is re eived. For all other re eived sequen es the automaton moves to an
error lo ation. The sequen e (1; 0; 0; 1) is arbitrarily hosen. This simple test is a
ounter example to possibly trivially ful lled safety requirement. See Appendix
B for the HyTe h ode.

4.3 Analysis
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 1.

Analysis of bpm(18; 5; 10). Moore proves in [Moo94℄ the orre tness of the
on guration bpm(18; 5; 10) for toleran e of 1=18. This orresponds to a toleran e

of 5 %. He also suggests that the lo k rate restri tions an be onsiderably
relaxed. His onje ture is that the proto ol works for toleran e of almost 30 %,
that is,   43=143.
We verify the safety requirement for bpm(18; 5; 10) using an error toleran e
 of 1=5 (20 %). HyTe h su essfully dis overs that the violating states are
not rea hable. The orre tness of the transmitted sequen e is veri ed in 92:05
se onds1 . See also Appendix D.
Next, we generated an error tra e for bpm(18; 5; 10) using an error toleran e of 1=4 (see Appendix C). This means that the error toleran e for whi h
bpm(18; 5; 10) works is in the interval [1=5; 1=4). We tried a toleran e of 9=40,
whi h lies in the middle of [1=5; 1=4), but HyTe h gave the error message:
\Computation over ow. Error in Multipli ation". This was also the reason why
a parametri analysis did not su eed.

Analysis of bpm(32; 16; 23). Moore proves in [Moo94℄ the orre tness of
bpm(32; 16; 23) for toleran e of 1=32 (3 %).
We verify the safety requirement for bpm(32; 16; 23) using an error toleran e

 of 1=8 (12:5%). HyTe h su

essfully dis overs that the violating states are
not rea hable. We also were able to generate an error tra e for bpm(32; 16; 23)
using an error toleran e of 1=7.
1

All performan e data in this paper were obtained on a SUN SPARCstation-20
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Analysis of bpm(16; 8; 11). The model of Moore [Moo94℄ failed to give a proof
for the orre tness of the on guration bpm(16; 8; 11).
We verify the safety requirement for bpm(16; 8; 11) using an error toleran e

 of 1=11 (9 %). HyTe h su essfully dis overs that the violating states are not
rea hable. We also were able to generate an error tra e for bpm(16; 8; 11) using
an error toleran e of 1=10.
Table1. Analysis results
Con guration
bpm(18; 5; 10)

Moore's results
1=18 ( orre t)

bpm(32; 16; 23)

43=143 (?)
1=32 ( orre t)

bpm(16; 8; 11)

Results in this paper
1=5 ( orre t)
1=4 (in orre t)
9=40 (?)
1=8 ( orre t)
1=7 (in orre t)
1=11 ( orre t)
1=10 (in orre t)

5 Con lusions
Linear hybrid automata enable a natural way of modeling the biphase mark proto ol. Both dis rete and ontinuous phenomena an be modeled dire tly in this
formalism. The paradigm of rea hability analysis enables us to spe ify safetyand liveness requirements. It was not obvious how to spe ify these requirements,
but the literature gave us useful examples, whi h we used to model our requirements. Thanks to the very nature of linear hybrid automata we were able
to relax one of the assumptions of Moore, namely that lo k ti ks are equally
spa ed events in real time. HyTe h easily veri ed the orre tness of biphase
mark for wider lo k drifts than those given in [Moo94℄. We were not able to
present a parametri analysis of the proto ol be ause of restri tions on the size
of the model that HyTe h an urrently handle.
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A

HyTe h

ode for the Biphase Mark Proto ol
bpm(18; 5; 10) (a safety requirement)

define(lwb,4/5)
define(upb,6/5)
var

x,
-- sender's lo k
y,
-- re eiver's lo k
: analog;
S_sig,
-- value of the wire
S_prev,
-- previous value of the wire
R_prev,
-- previous value read by the re eiver
: dis rete;
-- -----------------------------------------------------------automaton sender
syn labs: input_1,
-- bit to send is 1
input_0,
-- bit to send is 0
end_of_seq; -- no bit to send
initially new_ ell & x>17 & x<=18 & S_sig=1 & S_prev=1;
lo new_ ell: while x<=18 wait {dx in [lwb, upb℄}
when x=18 syn end_of_seq do {x'=0} goto new_ ell;
when x=18 syn input_0 do {x'=0, S_prev'=S_sig, S_sig'=2}
goto mark_0;
when x=18 syn input_1 do {x'=0, S_prev'=S_sig, S_sig'=2}
goto mark_1;

lo mark_0: while x<=1 wait {dx in [lwb, upb℄}
when x=1 do {S_sig'=1-S_prev} goto new_ ell;
lo mark_1: while x<=1 wait {dx in [lwb, upb℄}
when x=1 do {S_sig'=1-S_prev} goto ode;
lo

ode: while x<=5 wait {dx in [lwb, upb℄}
when x=5 do {S_prev'=S_sig, S_sig'=2} goto ode2;

lo

ode2: while x<=6 wait {dx in [lwb, upb℄}
when x=6 do {S_sig'=1-S_prev} goto new_ ell;
end -- sender
-- ---------------------------------------------------------automaton re eiver
syn labs : output_1,
-- re eived bit is 1
output_0;
-- re eived bit is 0
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initially edge_dete t & y=1 & R_prev=1;
lo edge_dete t: while y<=1 wait {dy in [lwb, upb℄}
when y=1 & S_sig<2 & S_sig=R_prev do {R_prev'=S_sig, y'=0}
goto edge_dete t;
when y=1 & S_sig<2 & S_sig>R_prev do {R_prev'=S_sig, y'=0}
goto re eive;
when y=1 & S_sig<2 & S_sig<R_prev do {R_prev'=S_sig, y'=0}
goto re eive;
when y=1 & S_sig=2
do {y'=0}
goto edge_dete t;
when y=1 & S_sig=2
do {R_prev'=1-R_prev, y'=0}
goto re eive;
lo re eive: while y<=11 wait {dy in [lwb, upb℄}
when y=11 & R_prev=S_sig syn output_0
do {y'=0, R_prev'=S_sig} goto edge_dete t;
when y=11 & R_prev=1 & S_sig=0 syn output_1
do {y'=0, R_prev'=0} goto edge_dete t;
when y=11 & R_prev=0 & S_sig=1 syn output_1
do {y'=0, R_prev'=1} goto edge_dete t;
when y=11 & S_sig=2 syn output_0
do {y'=0} goto edge_dete t;
when y=11 & S_sig=2 syn output_1
do {y'=0, R_prev'=1-R_prev} goto edge_dete t;
end -- re eiver
-- ----------------------------------------------------------automaton test
syn labs: output_1,
-- re eived bit is 1
output_0,
-- re eived bit is 0
input_1,
-- bit to send is 1
input_0,
-- bit to send is 0
end_of_seq; -- no bit to send
initially OK;
lo OK: while
when True
when True
when True
when True
when True

True
syn
syn
syn
syn
syn

wait {}
end_of_seq
input_1
input_0
output_0
output_1

goto
goto
goto
goto
goto

lo I0: while True wait {}
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OK;
I1;
I0;
error;
error;

when
when
when
when
when

True
True
True
True
True

lo I1: while
when True
when True
when True
when True
when True

syn
syn
syn
syn
syn

output_0
output_1
end_of_seq
input_1
input_0

goto
goto
goto
goto
goto

OK;
error;
error;
error;
error;

True
syn
syn
syn
syn
syn

wait {}
output_0
output_1
end_of_seq
input_1
input_0

goto
goto
goto
goto
goto

error;
OK;
error;
error;
error;

lo error: while True wait {}
end -- test
-- ------------------------------------------------------------ analysis ommands
var
init_reg, final_reg, rea hed : region;
init_reg := lo [sender℄=new_ ell & 17<x & x<=18 & S_sig=1
& S_prev=1
& lo [re eiver℄=edge_dete t & y=1 & R_prev=1
& lo [test℄=OK;
final_reg := lo [test℄=error;
rea hed := rea h forward from init_reg endrea h;
if empty(rea hed & final_reg)
then prints
"Biphase Mark-18 verified for error toleran e 1/6";
else prints
"Biphase Mark-18 NOT verified for error toleran e 1/6";
print tra e to final_reg using rea hed;
endif;
-- analysis ommands
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B

HyTe h

ode for the Biphase Mark Proto ol
bpm(18; 5; 10) (a liveness requirement)

automaton testInput
syn labs: input_1,
input_0;

-- bit to send is 1
-- bit to send is 0

initially OK;
lo OK: while True wait {}
when True syn input_1 goto I1;
lo I1: while True wait {}
when True syn input_0 goto I10;
lo I10: while True wait {}
when True syn input_0 goto I100;
lo I100: while True wait {}
when True syn input_1 goto stop;
lo stop: while True wait {}
end -- testInput
automaton testOutput
syn labs: output_1,
output_0;

-- bit to send is 1
-- bit to send is 0

initially OK;
lo OK: while True wait {}
when True syn output_1 goto I1;
when True syn output_0 goto error;
lo I1: while True wait {}
when True syn output_0 goto I10;
when True syn output_1 goto error;
lo I10: while True wait {}
when True syn output_0 goto I100;
when True syn output_1 goto error;
lo I100: while True wait {}
when True syn output_1 goto stop;
when True syn output_0 goto error;
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lo stop: while True wait {}
when True syn output_0 goto error;
when True syn output_1 goto error;
lo error: while True wait {}
end -- testInput
-- analysis ommands
var
init_reg, final_reg1, final_reg2, rea hed : region;
init_reg := lo [sender℄=new_ ell

& 15<x & x<=16 & S_sig=1
& S_prev=1
& lo [re eiver℄=edge_dete t & y=1
& R_prev=1
& lo [testInput℄=OK
& lo [testOutput℄=OK;

final_reg1 := lo [testOutput℄=error;
final_reg2 := lo [testOutput℄=stop;
rea hed := rea h forward from init_reg endrea h;
if empty(rea hed & final_reg1)
then prints "Lo ation ``error'' is NOT rea hable";
else prints "Lo ation ``error'' is rea hable";
print tra e to final_reg1 using rea hed;
endif;
if empty(rea hed & final_reg2)
then prints "Message ``1001'' is NOT re eived";
else prints "Message ``1001'' is re eived";
print tra e to final_reg2 using rea hed;
endif;
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C Tra e to the error lo ation of
toleran e of 1=4

(18; 5; 10) for

bpm

Command: /home/infstud/sivanov/HyTe h/bin/hyte h -o2 bfm18
=================================================================
HyTe h: symboli model he ker for embedded systems
Version 1.04 10/15/96
For more info:
email: hyte hee s.berkeley.edu
http://www.ee s.berkeley.edu/~tah/HyTe h
Warning: Input has hanged from version 1.00(a).
Use -i for more info
==============================================================
Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errors
Number of iterations required for rea hability: 20
Biphase Mark-18 NOT verified for error toleran e 1/4
====== Generating tra e to spe ified target region ========
Time: 0.00
Lo ation: new_ ell.edge_dete t.OK
x = 18 & y = 1 & S_sig = 1 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 1
------------------------------VIA: input_1
------------------------------Time: 0.00
Lo ation: mark_1.edge_dete t.I1
x = 0 & y = 1 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 1
------------------------------VIA:
------------------------------Time: 0.00
Lo ation: mark_1.re eive.I1
x = 0 & y = 0 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 0
--------------VIA 1.33 time units
--------------Time: 1.33
Lo ation: mark_1.re eive.I1
x = 1 & 3y = 5 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 0
------------------------------VIA:
------------------------------Time: 1.33
Lo ation: ode.re eive.I1
x = 1 & 3y = 5 & S_sig = 0 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 0
--------------VIA 5.33 time units
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--------------Time: 6.67
Lo ation: ode.re eive.I1
x = 5 & 3y = 25 & S_sig = 0 & S_prev = 1 & R_prev = 0
------------------------------VIA:
------------------------------Time: 6.67
Lo ation: ode2.re eive.I1
x = 5 & 3y = 25 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 0 & R_prev = 0
--------------VIA 1.33 time units
--------------Time: 8.00
Lo ation: ode2.re eive.I1
x = 6 & y = 10 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 0 & R_prev = 0
------------------------------VIA: output_0
------------------------------Time: 8.00
Lo ation: ode2.edge_dete t.error
x = 6 & y = 0 & S_sig = 2 & S_prev = 0 & R_prev = 0
============ End of tra e generation ============
==============================================================
Max memory used = 666 pages = 2727936 bytes = 2.60 MB
Time spent
=
119.26u +
1.75s =
121.01 se
total
==============================================================
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D Computational data for the veri ation of
bpm(18; 5; 10)
Command: /home/infstud/sivanov/HyTe h/bin/hyte h -o2 bfm18
==============================================================
HyTe h: symboli model he ker for embedded systems
Version 1.04 10/15/96
For more info:
email: hyte hee s.berkeley.edu
http://www.ee s.berkeley.edu/~tah/HyTe h
Warning: Input has hanged from version 1.00(a).
Use -i for more info
==============================================================
Will try hard to avoid library arithmeti overflow errors
Number of iterations required for rea hability: 22
Biphase Mark-18 verified for error toleran e 1/5
==============================================================
Max memory used = 611 pages = 2502656 bytes = 2.39 MB
Time spent
=
90.88u +
1.17s =
92.05 se
total
==============================================================
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